A STEP BY STEP GUIDE ON:

HOW TO GRADE TURNITIN ASSIGNMENT

USING ePNU/ LMS
STEP 1

Open the Turnitin Assignment.

Your student’s submission should appear something like the image shown on the left.
STEP 2

Click the pencil like symbol across the name of the student.
Clicking the pencil should redirect you to the Turnitin page where you can view and grade the paper (of a particular student).
Digital note-taking is a method that utilizes different technological devices such as cell phones and computers together with some applications in acquiring notes. It aims to promote efficiency and speed in the note-taking process (Malani, 2009). This not only allows learners to take notes in improved phase but also captures the interactive nature of lectures that utilize multimedia (Jackson, 2015). This is in line with Mayer’s Multimedia Principle which generally states that words and graphics could stimulate learning more (Clark & Mayer, 2011). Several digital note-taking applications, such as note-blogging, note-taking interfaces, online graphical organizers that involve...
Click the portion on the upper right to view or grade the submissions.

No need to go back to ePNU.
The grade that you will add here will reflect in ePNU after a few minutes. It is automatically saved, and you can repeat the same process if you need to change anything.
THANK YOU!!!